Instructions
Follow these steps to create a cute Easter bunny. For best results, use a ruler to fold the lines sharply and accurately.

1. Cut out the square shape with scissors. Follow the thick black lines.

2. Fold down along lines 1 and 2 to create a kite shape. You should see a pink nose and some eyes when you have this folded correctly.

3. Fold down line 3 and fold up line 4.

4. Fold in flaps 5 and 6. The overall shape should look like this:

5. Fold line 9 upwards to produce this shape:

6. Open the shape up slightly and turn the head part of the model inside-out. The eyes should now be on the outside of the body.

7. Fold along line 11 to either side of the head. This creates the ear of the bunny and you’ll notice that the eye is completed by the half-eye printed on the ear.